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not burned within me since my first meetings with Amundsen. I
knew now that I would go again, and soon. In New York I waited
impatiently for Wilkins's return. He came at last, and one evening
we spread out before us the map of Antarctica.
HI   PLANNING
I
T was a question of bases and a question of which side of Ant-
arctica to approach. Wilkins, who alone of moderns had even
touched the desolate, barricaded coast of the Pacific Quadrant,
told me of the difficulty of setting up expeditionary bases from
which to operate. Lack of bases, or of strategic spots on which they
might be established, had held up Antarctic exploration while the
sledges, ships, and aircraft of venturers were criss-crossing the more
accessible Arctic
As to the side of approach, we virtually had carte blanche. Except
for the narrow wedge carved out between the Ross Sea and the
Pole by the tracks of Shackleton, Amundsen, Scott, and Byrd, and
the eastward extension of Marie Byrd Land, five million square
miles lay entirely unknown. Virtually the "whole boundless con-
tinent" belonged to the Antarctic explorer in 1932. His predecessors
had merely stood on the edges and claimed for their countries icy
empires they had never seen.
Yet one sector of Antarctica appealed to the map-reader as more
logical for attack than the others. South-east of Cape Horn the berg-
choked Weddell Sea cuts into the continent almost to the eightieth
parallel of south latitude. South of New Zealand the strangely ever-
open Ross Sea washes the 200-foot face of the polar ice-cap winter
and summer at an equally high latitude. A chord drawn across the
vast peninsula Between these two indentations is 1,700 miles long
and penetrates into the continent to a point almost exactly midway
between the coast and the South Pole.
What lay along this track? The most interesting question was
that of mountains. The Nordenskjold Expedition of 1902 had

